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Future fight gambit guide

Is a self-help writer/speaker and AI thinker who currently works as an IT Manager in a technology company. He also makes apps as a side hustle. Copyright Marvel Entertainment and Netmarble GamesMarvel Future Fight remind me of the Marvel Ultimate Alliance where you can play and customize multiple characters from the Marvel
universe. The game is an online dungeon crawler RPG where there are multiple modes to play that require you to build the right character and assemble the right layer. Note: I will continuously update this article with new characters and builds as long as I have readers like you who need help. Copyright Marvel Entertainment Doctor
Strange Infinity War UniformMy personal favorite. Doctor Strange IW uniform has many tricks on the sleeve. Apart from its Time Freezing capability already provided. This uniform's attacking skills can paralyze, bind, penetrate barrier and hit ignore targeting. It can also heal and have immunity to All Damage plus skill reset. With all the
characteristics that I mentioned, Doctor Strange IW uniform excels in different game modes from dealing with difficult levels to fighting other players. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackTransore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageInmanned ISO-8 Set: Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All
AttacksImplifying - Energy AttackImpimperable - All Defense Absorption - All DefenseChaotic - Energy Attack and HPRecommended Gear Custom: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Speed and InvincibleOrC.T.P. of Authority - With this equipment, your Doctor Strange will become a force to be reckoned with in Timeline Battle.Copyright
Marvel EntertainmentIron Man Infinity War UniformAs their previous uniforms, this should be approach different when it comes to both playing and building the character. Let's talk about its uniform effect first. It provides shields based on Iron Man's HP percentage that recovers at a certain amount per second. So it should be built with HP
as one of the priority statistics. When it comes to skills, infinity war uniform has less ignore targeting skills than its predecessor, but its new high DPS handling skills make up for it. So the style of play should be more to kill enemies first before it has the chance to hit you. Then save your ignoring skills to the most critical situations.
Recommended Uru: HPEnergy AttackIgnore DefenseRecommended ISO-8 Set:Drastic Density Enhancement - Provides the right bonuses for this build as all attacks and hp increase.orStark Backing - Choose Tony Stark's own set if you prefer hp healing and more defense. Recommended ISO-8 statistics: Powerful - All attacksConsistent
- All attacksImpregnerbar - All Defense Absorbent - All DefenseChaotic - All Attacks and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Double Max HP and Invincible - This custom equipment will focus more on feeding the power of the shield. Invincible comes in handy especially under the timeline battles.orC.T.P. by Transcendence – this custom
equipment if you prefer more offensive power on the Iron man. Its all attack bonus will benefit both its energy and physical damage especially Mass Fire skills that summon multiple illusions. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentThor Infinity War UniformThor with IW uniform is the main choice if you want a good balance powerful character. It
can handle high damage and has high defenses with multiple sources of survival such as immunity to all harm, guarding against hits, and ignoring targeting. Thor's attack can also penetrate the barrier and immune to all damage. This is one of the best and most powerful universal character in the game. Recommended Uru: Energy
AttackTransore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful – All AttacksInfluence – Energy AttackImppresable – All Defense Absorbing – All Defenses Cabaret – Energy Attack and All DefenseSRible Custom Gear:Guard Immunity Break,
Lightning Damage and InvincibleOrC.T.P.. by AuthorityCopyright Marvel EntertainmentCaptain America Infinity War UniformCaptain America's Infinity War Uniform transforms this standard tank character into a full brawler type. That not only has excellent survival ability, but also good damage per second. Make this one of the best match
characters in the game. It works very well in one on a game, especially in boss battles and timeline matches. Recommended Uru: HPPhysical AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry Hulk – Recommended if you want to focus on increasing your damage.orI is also Groot –
Recommended if you want better survival. This will make Captain America harder to kill. Recommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful – Physical AttackImplification – All AttacksImpregnerbar – All Defense Absorbent – All Defense Cabaret – Physical Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear:Double Max HP and Create an Energy Shield
Equal Percentage of Max HP – Compliments well with Captain America's leadership skill.orC.T.P. by Refinement - This custom equipment works best with I am also Groot ISO set bonus. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentWinter Soldier Infinity War UniformThis Infinity War uniform is a massive character boost for the Winter Soldier.
Transform it from nothing into one of the best speed characters in the game. The attack is not only about major damage, but also turns fear into enemies literally, making them unable to fight effectively. Recommended Uru:Physical AttackCritical RateCritical InjuryAttack Speeds Iso-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended
ISO-8 Statistics:Powerful – Physical AttackImplification – All AttacksImpregnerbar – All Defense Absorbing – All Defenses Cabaret – Physical Attack and All DefensesRecommended Gear:Guard Break Immunity, Critical Speed and InvincibleOrC.T.P.. of destruction - Winter Soldier attack will have better piercing capabality plus maximum
possible damage.orC.T.P. by AuthorityCopyright Marvel EntertainmentSpiderman Infinity War UniformSpiderman with War Uniform is one of the characters in this game with the highest survival. It has a large percentage of dodge rate, several ignore targetting skills, and the ability to web its enemies many times. It is also immune to both
snare and stun effect. You'll get pretty annoyed when you fight this Spiderman in timeline battle because you're either covered in the net, or you'll find it very hard to hit himRecommended Uru: DodgePhysical AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:Hawk's Eye - The Offensive Choice. The stats in this
bonus fit well with Spiderman.orStark Backing - Gives Spiderman the opportunity to restore his health. Recommended ISO-8 statistics: Powerful - Physical AttackConsimplification - All AttacksImpregnable - All DefenseAbsorbing - All DefenseChaotic - Physical Attack and All DefenseRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity,
Immunity against Fear, and Invincible - This is a good timeline combat equipment.orC.T.P. of destruction - Adds penetration to many defenses that Spiderman lacks. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentBlack Widow Infinity War UniformBlack Widow relies on dodging not only for survival, but also to increase its critical hit and critical damage.
When it comes to injury, this character trades not only physical damage, but energy damage also in a form of lightning. This character is very hard to kill by enemy bosses because apart from her high dodge rate, her Infinity War uniform skills have different ignore targeting effect. Tip: Its skill Riposte can handle a lot of continuous damage
in a small area. This is good for killing bosses and for keeping them on bayRecommended Uru: DodgeIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set: Spy TacticsorHawk's EyeRecommended ISO-8 statistics: Powerful - All attacksConsimplifying - All attacksImpregnable - All DefenseAbsorbing - All
DefenseChaotic - All attacks and all defenseRecod Custom Gear: Dodge, Lightning injuries, and HealingorC.T.P. by DestructionCopyright Marvel EntertainmentWar Machine Infinity War UniformWar Machine will finally live up to its name when you have its Infinity War Uniform. Compared to its previous uniforms, this can unleash a lot of
firepower. It also has several ignore targeting skills and protect to multiple hits to protect itself from danger. Recommended Uru:Ignore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set:OverdriverPower of the Angry HulkRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All AttacksPrefitable - All AttacksImpregnable - All Defense
Absorption - All DefensesChaotic - All Attacks and All DefenseRecommended Gear Custom: Guard Break Immunity, Ignore Defense and HealorC.T.P. of destruction -So that his firepower will not be wasted on enemies with different kinds of protection. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentGambitGambit is one of the characters in Marvel Future
Fight who can handle the highest amount of damage per second. The character's damage and accuracy to be fatal, especially Flash skills that can penetrate into any type of defense while keeping Gambit away from injury. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageRecommended ISO-8 Set: Power of
the Angry Hulk - No further explanation required since this is a DPS grade.orOverdrive - An alternative to Power of the Angry Hulk.Recommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All AttacksImplification - Energy AttackImpregnerbar - All Defense Absorbent - All DefenseChaotic - Energy Attack and All DefenseStaffed Custom Gear: Critical
Rate, Critical Injury, and Increase damage with percentageorC.T.P. of Energy - Gambit's attacking skills are chain hit. This equipment will increase his damage even more. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentIron HammerOne of the best free World Boss killer character. Iron Hammer can handle many different chain damage and has several
disregard skills. Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set: Power of the Angry Hulk – This will speed up Iron Barrage skills, effectively increasing your overall DPS. Recommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All AttacksImplification - Energy AttackImpregnable -
All DefensesAbsorbing - All DefensesChaotic - Energy Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Lightning Damage, InvincibleorC.T.P. of energy - Compliments well with Hammer Beam skill. The aforementioned skill is considered iron hammer's main attack.orC.T.P. By AuthorityorC.T.P of DestructionCopyright
Marvel EntertainmentNovaNova is favored by many in Timeline Battle because of its Rocket Blast. A low cooling skill that can hit everything and penetrate everything. The character also has several long disregard abilities making it very difficult to kill. Not to mention that all their skills can handle massive amount of damage. Recommended
Uru: Energy AttackTranstor DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All AttacksInfluencing - Energy AttackImperable - All Defense Absorbing - All Defense Cabaret - Energy Attack and All Defense-Manned Custom Gear
Guard: Guard Break Immunity, Critical Speed and Invincible orC.T.P. of Energy - Choose this if you prefer the maximum damage potential of Nova.or C.T.P. of Authority - This equipment will make Nova unstoppable especially in Timeline Battle.Copyright Marvel EntertainmentBlue Marvel Marvel is one of the toughest minds in the game.
His combined passive skills and leadership can greatly increase All Defense and Harm Reduction. This character is considered one of the best universal type in the game because apart from being super tanky, Blue Marvel can also straighten out massive amount of damage. Tip: Incase you are not aware of, you can get an instant 6 star
Blue Marvel when you finish chapter 13 of Story Mode.Recommended Uru: Energy AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set: Bracing - Healing is the only thing that Blue Blue lacks.orI am also Groot – You can also choose this set if you want to concentrate on various statistics bonuses.
Recommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful – All AttacksImplifying – Energy AttackImpregnerbar – All Defense Absorbent – All DefenseChaotic – Energy and HPRecommended Custom Gear:HP, Recovery Rate and Healing – More Healing Boost for Blue Marvel.orC.T.P. by RefinementorC.T.P. of Energy - Select this equipment if you want
to focus on Blue Marvel's massive chain hit skill damage. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentDeadpoolHits very hard, heals very fast, and ignores goals for a very long time. These are the reasons why Deadpool is one of the best speed character in the Marvel Future Fight.Recommended Uru:Physical AttackIgnore DefenseCritical RateCritical
DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO- 8 Statistics: Powerful - Physical AttackImplification - All AttacksImpregnable - All DefensesAbsorbing - All DefensesChaotic - Physical Attack and HPRecommended Custom Gear: Guard Break Immunity, Recovery Rate and
InvincibleorC.T.P. by DestructionorC.T.P. By RefinementCopyright Marvel EntertainmentLoki Thor Ragnarok UniformLoki in Thor Ragnarok Uniform can summon more illusions and cold skills that can handle a lot of damage. This is one of the best calls in the game because most of the damage per second comes from his summons.
Recommended Uru:Ignore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:OverdriveorPower of the Angry HulkRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful - All AttacksPrecation - All AttacksImpregnable - All DefenseAbsorbing - All DefenseChaotic - All Attacks and All DefenseRecommended Custom Gear:
Double Cold Damage Increase and Freeze Which Also Deals Cold DamageorC.T.P. by Transcendence - The equipment's All Attack bonus will benefit Loki's summons. Copyright Marvel EntertainmentThe Punisher Marvel Legacy UniformThe Marvel Legacy uniform for Frank Castle makes the character playable at higher difficulties. This
character has a lot of weapons in its arsenal that can continuously handle area damage. It also has an ignore targeting and a guard against hitting skills. Recommended Uru:Ignore DefenseCritical RateCritical DamageAttack SpeedRecommended ISO-8 Set:Power of the Angry HulkorOverdriveRecommended ISO-8 Statistics: Powerful –
All AttacksPrefitable – All AttacksImpregnable – All Defense Absorbing – All DefensesChaotic – All Attacks and All DefenseRecommended Custom Gear:Guard Break Immunity, Critical Speed and InvincibleOrC.T.P.. by DestructionorC.T.P. by AuthorityCommentsLittlemac16000 May 05, 2020: infinity wars are badly bad
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